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Tested TO

Thoroughly tested - 300-hour heat 
age testing simulates 200,000 road 
miles to help ensure reliability

Premium materials - upgraded 
polymers with proprietary 
compounds allow reservoir to expand 
and contract with temperature 
swings while maintaining high tensile 
strength

Exact fit - reservoirs 3D-scanned to 
provide precise match to OEM shape 
and dimensions

Diverse solutions - continued 
innovation includes replacements for 
light, medium and heavy duty vehicles

Limited Lifetime Warranty

EVERYTHING YOU  
NEED TO RELIABLY 
REPLACE A RESERVOIR.

Need an exact-fit replacement fluid reservoir with reliable 

quality, and all the components required for installation?

Dorman has hundreds of different coolant, windshield 

washer fluid, and power steering fluid reservoirs for 

hundreds of millions of vehicles in operation, each of 

which is rigorously tested. Many designs also include 

value-adds like caps, level sensors, pumps and hoses, and 

even upgraded features to help reduce failure points seen 

in original equipment.

OPERATING 
PRESSURE3X
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Check out our website 
to learn more!With hundreds of parts covering 

millions of vehicles, Dorman is 
your one-stop shop for high-
quality fluid reservoirs. Our 
unrivaled inventory includes: 

Coolant Reservoirs

Pressurized Coolant Reservoir 
Highlighted Part: 603-832
for Ram ProMaster 1500 vehicles 2021-14, Ram ProMaster 2500 
vehicles 2021-14, Ram ProMaster vehicles 3500 2021-14

Brake Fluid 
Reservoirs

Highlighted Part: 603-642
for Audi vehicles 1984-2002,  
Volkswagen vehicles 1997-2001

Non-Pressurized Coolant Reservoir
Highlighted Part: 603-571
for Dodge vehicles 2009-13, Ram vehicles 2011-21

Windshield Washer 
Fluid Reservoirs

Highlighted Part: 603-014
for Nissan Altima vehicles 2013-07,  
Nissan Maxima vehicles 2015-08

Power Steering 
Fluid Reservoirs

Highlighted Part: 603-948
for Acura RL vehicles 2012-08,  
Acura TL vehicles 2008-04,  
Acura TSX vehicles 2008-04,  
Honda Accord vehicles 2007-03
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